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Uruguay to Indochina and Return
Ron Bentley
Many collectors seek covers that show correspondence between exotic locations. As for me, I favor
covers that show uses of individual Indochinese stamps, including postage dues.
This cover offers appeal on both fronts. Posted from Montevideo, Uruguay to Saigon on 21 December
1927, the letter was cited as underpaid with a 10 cent Native Scenes postage due stamp. In its attempts to
locate the addressee, the post office added a note "Show to the Police" ("Voir Sûreté"). Another note said
"Not known …police postal clerk." A postmark on the reverse indicates that the letter arrived back at
Montevideo on 15 June – just about six months after the original posting. ∞
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NAPEX MEETING SET
The next meeting of SICP is scheduled for 1:30-3:30 Saturday, 7 June 2003 in the Lee Room at the
Hilton in McLean, Virginia. Each attendee is encouraged to bring 16 pages from some part of his
collection to share in a round robin discussion. Members are also encouraged to check in at the society's
table to let it be known that you are there. ∞
Editor/ Executive Secretary’s Report
The Association Internationale n des Collectionneurs de timbres-Poste du Laos (A.I.C.T.P.L) is
sponsoring an exhibit on entitled "Marc Leguay, the Painter of Laos" at the Musee de la Poste, 34
Boulevard de Vaugirard, 75015 Paris, France which opened on 18 December 2003. The production must
be a great success because it has been extended from 22 March to 10 May 2003. If you are in Paris, do
take the opportunity to see the exhibit.
Speaking of A.I.C.T.P.L., the latest issue of Philao (Number 50) has an in-depth article about Auguste
Pavie and his exploits in Laos. Written by member Thierry Wiart, the article chronicles the life of this little
recognized explorer. Maybe, we can convince Thierry to give us a translation into English for publication
here before too long.
Is there a member who is adept at translating from French to English? A number of important projects
are going begging because an able translator is needed.
New members to our society are:
769

Ronald Matteri
123 Sleepy Hollow Drive
San Anselmo, CA 94960

everything of Indochina, North and South Vietnam

770

Joe Millington
21A York Mansions
Price of Wales Drive
London SW11 4DL
United Kingdom ∞

Thailand

Advertising Rates
You will note that, after a long absence, commercial advertising again appears in this issue of ICP.
The Indo-China Philatelist accepts advertising that promotes the study and collecting interests of postal
issues and postal history of Indochina, Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia. Advertising is accepted from
members and non-members alike. Artwork should be appropriately sized and supplied as camera-ready.
Pre-payment should be made payable to: The Society of Indo-China Philatelists.
The advertising rate schedule (per insertion) is as follows:
1/3 page
1/2 page
Full page

$20.00
$30.00
$60.00 ∞
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In Search of Information
Query 03-03: Terry Barham writes: “I have come
across a copy of, what appears to be, Cochinchina
Scott #2. Cochinchina was the area around Saigon
in what is now Vietnam. Both Scott and Michel
indicate that these issues were used beginning
around May 1886. Clearly, the cancel on this stamp
shows ‘4 JUIN 83’ from, what appears to be,
Phnom Penh (Cambodia?)! Can anyone shed some
light on this puzzle for me?”

Query 03-04: Terry also asks about a multicolor
label that depicts a map of Indochina and is
evidently associated with a charitable or patriotic
organization. A denomination of 10 francs appears
at the upper right. Across the perforations, the label
is 35 x 45 millimeters. Perforated 11 1/2, it has no
gum. Anyone have any ideas about this cinderella
item?

Query 03-04: Speaking of labels, I have one that
depicts what appears to be an Annamite soldier.
This is not one of the Delandre labels. The
wording at the upper left "ENGAGEZ-VOUS
Troupes Coloniales." At the bottom, it reads
"PRIMES de 775 frs à 6.200 frs." Can anyone
venture a guess as to its purpose and origin?

Query 03-05: Jack Dykhouse notifies us that a
revenue stamp (Duston B-1 for Cochinchina) on a
small document sold for $322.00 on eBay! Even
the small amount of damage did not deter the three
determined bidders from entering a total of 14 bids.
Jack asks, "Is this the highest price ever paid for a
revenue?" ∞
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Mekong Memorabilia
Nat Ward, CPT USA Retired
Those of you who have attended the monthly shows at Al Bahr Shrine in San Diego will recognize this
writer. I have the table with stamps and related items from South Vietnam. You will also recognize that
hardly anyone stops to look much less buy. Of the six shows last year, the last one generated our greatest
sales at $2.50 which was 100% beyond the combined past five attempts. So, why the lack of interest in this
part of Indochina? I figured that everyone wanted to collect finite Vietnam stamps and that those soldiers
who fought in the war would have disposable income thus continue their geographic interest in this small
part of the world. Well, I was half right. There is plenty of baby boomer income for hobbies, but the
troops mostly wanted to forget their tour(s) in country and have nothing to do with the most decisive war in
U.S. history. And I leave "decisive" to your interpretation.
I differ from most Americans in that Indochina has been one of the most important influences in my
life. When my family received orders to Vietnam in 1958, we opened a map on the front yard of our house
in Georgetown. The map still had Indochina divided into three "countries". My family transferred to
Saigon, and I was promptly shipped off to boarding school in the States. As a 17-year old teenager, I
commuted to Saigon for the five summer months of 1959 and 1960. Talk about getting introduced to a
tropical paradise and the ways of the world. As father was Chief of Staff of the Military Assistance
Advisory Group (MAAG, which was the precursor to MACV), I was privileged to be introduced to the best
of the French, Vietnamese and Chinese society (and girls). To say the exotic Far East was intoxicating
would be understatement. Imagine awakening to the upstairs maid feather dusting you with chicken
feathers so she could clean. Imagine putting your bare feet on the cool tile floor on the way to a breakfast
of tropical fruits some of which I had never seen before. By mid-afternoon, one would be lounging at the
exclusive Circle Sportife swim club. Only the wealthiest French and Vietnamese were allowed
membership. Watching and flirting with the French girls in their bikinis or less would only infuriate the
few American dependent girls. I could guess that in 1959 there were maybe 10-15 American dependents
around my age. They came from all backgrounds - the military, United States Overseas Mission, the U.S.
Embassy, CIA, etc.
By dinner, we would be down on Rue Catina positioned at one of the many sidewalk cafes still owned
by the French families who remained on despite the lack of French troops. Our French girlfriends seemed
oblivious and only wished for more American cigarettes and ice cream. While I did not know it then, the
battle of Dien Bien Phu had only been over 4 years. It was in 1955 that the French relinquished their
control of this protectorate colony. The Viet Minh, who had so successfully battled the French, were
cleaning their weapons once again and were loosely named the Viet Cong. About the same time that I was
drinking "33 Beer" and admiring the short skirts in Saigon, the National Liberation Front was forming in
the jungle villages. I slowly became aware of the political dissent when we went to the American movie
theater - The Alhambra. Security would instruct us to look under our seats for plunger bombs. Put the
seat down and miss the movie. When I rode the train down from Hue to Saigon in 1960, it stopped amid
gunfire and explosives. The VC had ambushed us and were attempting to free political prisoners of
President Diem's regime. I was sitting on top of one of the cars for air and watched a magnificent fire
fight. Slowly over the months, we Americans were placed under more restrictions. Curfew was imposed,
the Vietnamese army guards around our villa tripled, and I dared not crawl over the gate fence when I
returned home late. There was no more tiger hunting on elephants in the Montaguard villages of
Banmethout in the Central Highlands. Gone were the speedboat rides and races down the Saigon River
with the very game French girls.
And there was the night my father tore into the house and changed into fatigues with a protective armed
convoy surrounding the villa. Two American soldiers had been killed at a MAAG outpost at Ben Hoa,
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Mekong Memorabilia
thirty kilometers north of Saigon. They were watching a movie and when the lights went on to change the
reel, the VC ambushed the small compound. Major Buis and Master Sergeant Ovnard were killed while
several more Americans were wounded. In 1960 the Pentagon requested an honest appraisal of the military
situation in South Vietnam. Don't forget that the political situation was advanced by the State Department
via the U.S. Embassy in Saigon. For once, these two opposing entities agreed - get U.S. military presence
and influence out of Vietnam as military efforts would ultimately fail. By the end of 1960, all the ranking
military personnel who had prepared this position paper were reassigned back to the States. Eventually, in
the early 1980's my father petitioned the Department of Defense and the White House to have these two
soldiers under his command declared as the first officially killed in Vietnam. They are now the first two
names on the Vietnam Memorial.
So what does all this have to do with the stamps of Vietnam? Absolutely nothing, as I was not
interested in collecting stamps at 17. But I do remember the Saigon Post Office and the large pots of glue
to use on the stamps. So many of the stamps from South Vietnam were sold without gum due to the high
humidity and there are a few notations in Scott catalogue to reflect the same. Scott 1999 makes no
reference to gum re 1951 Set #1-13 while Scott 2003 states "Souvenir booklets exist comprising five
gummed sheets." The most widely known reference is to Republic of Vietnam 1954 set #20-26 of Crown
Prince Bao-Long. Again Scott 1999 makes no reference to the glue issue in their description. However,
the 2003 Scott differentiates "Set, never hinged, brown gum $17.50" and "Set, never hinged, white gum
$35.00." When I bought the complete set of sheets several years ago, I just assumed humidity had done its
duty and that all the gummed backs were discolored. I have yet see either the sheets or individual stamps
with the "white gum." I do note many sellers on eBay state "No gum as issued." Since I do not see any
other references in Scott (maybe in other catalogues) as to gum versus no gum, I am not sure how these
sellers know what was on the back of their stamps. Whatever...
The second major influence re Vietnam came in 1967 when I was a reconnaissance platoon leader with
the First Calvary Division (Airmobile). I returned to the Central Highlands and instead of hunting tigers, I
tracked other targets. I had five months "in-country" until I hit a land mine. I still was not interested in
stamps. I never searched an enemy body, whether Viet Cong or North Vietnamese Army, wherein there
was an envelope with postage on it. There were some letters to and from soldiers, which were sent back to
the rear for intelligence value. We did uncover a printing press, and considering what I now know about
fake Vietnamese stamps, I am convinced that even then, the profiteers were reprinting the old 1951 Ho Chi
Minh and related stamps that I am buying today. That press has been paid for many times by now!
And if I had known anything about stamps then, maybe I would have recognized the Scott Vietnam M1
military stamp issued in 1961. The South Vietnamese troops were allowed "Free" franking and were
issued these stamps by their government. Enlisted were allowed three per month and officers were allowed
four. Because many of the recruits were from remote villages and not familiar with postage, occasionally
one can find a cover with an M1 stamp and another postage stamp affixed. The second and third military
stamps, M2 and M3, were issued in 1961 and 1969 respectively. M1 and M2 are nearly identical except
for the color of the inscription. Many sheets of these two stamps exist and are favorites for errors. The
ARVN soldiers destroyed many more of these stamps at the end of the war when they were trying to blend
into the civilian population. Trying to find these covers is my excuse for attending shows.
M3 is the most interesting. With obvious propaganda intent, it depicts the Viet Cong massacring the
Vietnamese refugees with a machete and the bayonet end of an AK-47. This stamp was issued in February
1969 and therefore conceived shortly after the Tet offensive in early 1968. South Vietnam was beginning
to see their end and resorted to postage propaganda - something they had done very little of in the past.
The beauty of tracing South Vietnam stamps is the themes they portray that parallel the development of
their country - ethnic, economic and political - symbols of family and justice (Scott 128-31) in 1960,
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basketball (Scott 272-5) in 1965, and soldiers and civilians (Scott 347) in 1969. And then the only issue
that directly acknowledges their enemy is M3 in all it is bloody beauty. And they are rare (Scott value
$60.00). There never were any sheets - booklet strips of x10 is the closest I have seen. Catalogue value is
approximately $600 and the sellers know what they have. A postally used envelope is the Jason fleece
find. I will buy all you have. Beware of those sellers who cut out the franking on the 1971 military
aerogram (blue and white) and pass it off as an M3 (red, green and white).
In 1994, when I returned to Vietnam to drink beer, inflation had set in. Instead of "33 Beer", it was now
"333 Beer." I still never thought about stamps. The Russians provided much assistance and presence in
the South after the fall in 1975. How did the Vietnamese know I was American? They said the Russians
never smiled. When I returned to the states and was asked what had changed, I replied that the kids are
smiling and the dogs and cats back in the streets instead of in the cooking pots.
It was about this time period that I became the Executive Director of the Prisoners of War Freedom
Foundation – later renamed the Mekong Education Foundation. We work in northern Laos on the
recovery of U.S. servicemen's human remains from the Vietnam War. The preceding cumulative exposure
to South East Asia eventually prompted me to seek out a source of fund raising for the Foundation. I ran
across some old postcards with Vietnamese postage sent to me by my family in 1958. The
collecting/hoarding doors opened and, like "333 Beer," it stayed with me. So, the next time you see the
Mekong Education Foundation booth manned by a one-legged soldier, please stop and buy at least one
stamp. We have to beat the $2.50 mark. ∞
Scarce Military Stamps Postally Used on Cover
Andrew Crenshaw
Several years ago, I decided to try to find every North Viet Nam and Socialist Republic of Viet Nam
military stamp postally used on cover. Some were relatively easy to locate; others have been quite a
challenge. As one would expect, North Viet Nam military covers prior to April 1975 are generally more
difficult to acquire than covers used after this date and than their Socialist Republic of Viet Nam
counterparts. A notable exception from the Socialist Republic of Viet Nam camp is the 1984 “border
guard” stamp depicting three soldiers walking along a beach. This one is tough to find. A cover franked
with this stamp is shown in Figure 1.
To the best of my knowledge, the pink 1969 “invalid badge” military frank stamp has not been
reported in the ICP postally used on cover. The "invalid badge" seems to be the insignia associated with
disabled war veterans. These individuals received free-franking stamps as part of their monthly stipend. I
am not sure if they received an actual decoration like a "Purple Heart."
Although he has sorted through boxes and boxes of Vietnamese military covers, Joe Cartafalsa says
that he has never seen one with the pink 1969 stamp. A fellow collector in Viet Nam says he once saw a
cover with the stamp, but that is the only other one I have heard about.
After years of searching and passing around my want list, I found the cover depicted in Figure 2 on
eBay. The backstamp on the cover reads “Viet-Nam/21-8-71/Ha-Tay.” While stamp is missing a couple
of chunks, and is generally in poor condition, I am thrilled to have it in my collection.
If you have another copy of the pink 1969 on cover, I would like to hear from you. Please e-mail me at
imnaha@earthlink.net. ∞
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Scarce Military Stamps Postally Used on Cover

Figure 1. The 1984 border guard stamp is arguably the most difficult post-1975 Vietnamese military
stamp to find on cover.

Figure 2. The 1969 “invalid badge” stamp on cover is a “gem” of a find for my collection.
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Vietnamese Military Covers from Cambodia
Thierry Wiart
I want to contribute to the research started by Howard A. Daniel III (see ICP 152) and Andrew
Crenshaw (see ICP 153) on Vietnamese military covers from Cambodia.
The first letter (Figure 1) is stamped with a military stamp (Scott # M26, Michel # 32) cancelled with a
machine marking on 3 October 1979 at 10 AM at Ho Chi Minh City main post office (15000). This letter
looks very much like the one presented by Howard A. Daniel III (same stamp, same cancellation). The
sender's address is: HT. 7A.5053 F317 E770 D3 C10 Kong Fong Thom. Kompong Thom is in the center
of Cambodia, 140 kilometers east of Angkor and 140 kilometers north of Phnom Penh, near Tonle Sap
Lake. The military box number (HT 7A) indicates the sender is assigned to Tactical Zone 7 fighting zone
in Cambodia. The addressee lives in Tan Binh district, northwest of Ho Chi Minh City. There are no
postmarks on the reverse.

Figure 1. Cover with military stamp postmarked in 1979.
The second letter (Figure 2) is stamped with a military stamp (Scott # M 27, Michel # 30) cancelled
with a handstamp on 6 May 1987 at Ho Chi Minh City. The sender's address is: HT 7A 5054 F317 E770
D13 C11 in Kong-Pong Thom. Both letters were sent to the same address in Ho Chi Minh City (Bac), but
the senders and the addressees are not the same. Again, there are no postmarks on the reverse. I bought
these both covers together. Is this some sort of special address?
Obviously, it's really easy to change a very common (and cheap) cover in a very rare (so expensive)
one. You just need to take a cover with a free postage stamp for the military cancelled in Ho chi Minh City,
in the 80's, without a name of sender (easy to find) and add a address in Kampuchea. It is even easier to do
with a cover bearing unreadable postmarks!
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Vietnamese Military Covers from Cambodia

Figure 2. A second cover with military franking to the same address.
The lack of military postmarks raises some questions. Did a military postal service exist? If it did, why
did military postal service not have its own postmarks? If the military service did not exist, how did the
letters reach Ho Chi Minh City? How can we know if the sender was a soldier back home on leave or
perhaps assigned temporarily to another location?
The study of Vietnamese military covers from Cambodia is not easy to undertake. However, the
reopening of postal service to civilians is even harder to study. After the fall of Pol Pot, the priority of the
average Cambodian was to survive, not to write letters! Desrousseaux wrote in Volume 7 of his study that a
reorganization of the postal service was undertaken in February 1980.
I want to present a letter, obtained recently in a French auction, which, in spite of reservations listed
above, is surely authentic.
The cover still contains its letter (Figure 3). The letter is dated from Phnom Penh on 2 April 1979,
three months after the fall of the city on 7 January 1979. Here is a translation of the text written in French:
"Dear Mr. Henri, I am alive in spite of the considerable difficulties I experienced these last four years.
And I beg you to help me. I, my wife and children will be happy if you can bring us to Marseille as
mentioned in 75. Thanks. Yours."
The letter was signed by Mr. Ros Panyi.
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Figure 3.
The letter was sent in a registered cover (Figure 4) bearing a meter label from Ho Chi Minh City I on
28 April 1979 (26 days after the date written on the letter). The meter bears the indication: Sô may 3 and
the registered number is 859. There is a red handstamp MAY BAY / PAR AVION. Mr Ros Panyi's
address is Chbar Ampeou, Phnom Penh. Chbar Ampeou is a southeast district of Phnom Penh across the
Monivong Bridge between the Bassac and Mekong rivers, on the road to Ho Chi Minh City. The cover
was sent to Mr. Henri Benoît, Air France, DM. UF, France. It bears a commercial arrival marking: AIR
FRANCE / 8 MAI 1979 / ARRIVEE DM-MS.
In this case, it seems that the letter had been carried to Ho Chi Minh City by a private party.
We recall the horrible situation of Cambodia in these times, when we want to study Cambodian
philately in 1979 and early 1980's. Owing to the rareness of mail, a lack of specific markings, and a lack
of documentation, this period is largely unknown and a lot of discoveries can be made; but beware of
forgeries! ∞
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Vietnamese Military Covers from Cambodia

Figure 4.
World Communication Year Missing "1983" Variety
Lucian Lu
On 1 November 1983, the Vietnam Authority issued a set of two semi-postal stamps to commemorate
the World Communication Year. Both stamps were issued with a face value of 50xu+10xu. At that time,
50xu was the rate for a domestic letter. The artist Trinh-Quoc-Thu designed the stamps. They were
printed in offset tricolors by the Tien-Bo Printing House in sheets of 100 stamps.
As I am a stamp collector, I also correspond with some stamp collector friends abroad and offer them
Vietnam new issues. So, whenever there were new issues put on sale, I usually buy a full sheet or
sometimes half a sheet if the sheets were more than 100 stamps each. When the World Communication
Year stamps were first available in the Central Post Office in Ho Chi Minh City, only the green color
stamps were available. It was not a complete set. So I only bought 50 stamps (half sheet), enough to offer
in mint and use on covers to my friends. The 50 stamps I bought were the left side of a full sheet. After I
brought the stamps home, as usual, before I break them down, I verified carefully the details of the design.
Fortunately, I discovered one stamp was missing "1983" under the emblem at the upper left. It was the
fifth stamp in the eighth horizontal row, that is to say position 75 of the whole sheet. I was filled with
excitement. The next day, I went to the Post Office and bought another full sheet of 100 stamps. When
the clerk gave me the sheet, I examined it right away at the counter. There was no missing "l983" stamp in
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World Communication Year Missing "1983" Variety
position 75 of the sheet. I asked the clerk to exchange the sheet I had purchased for another sheet. Again,
there was no variety stamp on that sheet either. Except for stamp collectors, most people are seldom willing
to pay an extra10xu more for a letter. As such, there were not too many of these semi-postal stamp s
available over the postal counter. During that day, there were only two full sheets and a partial of the left
side of the sheet with 70 and some stamps remaining in the postal clerk's stack. I asked the clerk to show
me the partial sheet, and I found there was missing "1983" stamp in position 75. I bought that partial sheet
that day along with a full sheet without the variety stamp for comparison. After that incident, I would ask
the clerk at the Post Office if there were the World Communication Year stamps available each time I
visited. If I spotted the variety stamp in position 75, I would ask them to sell me the left bottom corner with
three rows of 15 stamps that included the variety.
I studied the two full sheets, one with and one without the missing "1983" stamp. I discovered another
unusual detail in the stamp with the missing " 1983." The hand in the bottom left of the stamp was also
missing a portion of the blue outline. Also, the stamp to the left of the variety stamp, in position 74, had a
missing portion of the blue outline in the forearm. Stamps in the 74 and 75 positions of the sheet without
missing "1983" did not have these features. I speculate that the printer's full sheet was more than one sheet
of 100 stamps. They possibly printed two or four sets of 100 on a full sheet at the same time. Only one
among those was the missing "1983" stamp. The other possibility could be that the printers only produced
100 stamps per sheet, but perhaps the printing plate was damaged towards the end of the printing process
in positions 74 and 75, which caused the variety to occur. ∞

Figure 1. I used the missing "1983" stamp (middle stamp in top row) in a block of 4 on a registered
cover to mail to France in 1983.
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Vo Thi Sau - Heroine
Joe Cartafalsa
When I first returned to Viet Nam in March 2001, one of the first things I observed (after noticing the
clean streets!) was all of the new street names. One of them was “Duong Vo Thi Sau” which means “Vo
Thi Sau Avenue.” True to form, I quipped “Why did they name this street after a stamp?” And true to
form, the former South Vietnamese ex-soldier/cyclo driver replied, “She dead VC.” Actually, she was Viet
Minh, but that is a distinction that evades most Vietnamese.
I let this pass until after my New Year trip in 2002. I saw a single stamp with a face value of 1000d
when the local rate was 800d, so I looked into the stamp. I never found a good answer to the 1000d rate,
but I did find something else to write about. The first day cover (Figure 1) was withdrawn. That is correct
- the first day cover was pulled from the philatelic agency, not the stamp itself.

Figure 1. Front of Vo Thi Sau first day cover.
The reason for the withdrawal was that on the reverse of the government issued cover (Figure 2), it
states in both Vietnamese and English that the “...heroic girl, who bravely fell in anti-US resistance war ...”
In fact, she was executed on 23 January 1952 - during the anti-French resistance war. The stamp
commemorated the 50th anniversary of her death.
So what happened to all of the withdrawn covers? Rumor at the Ho Chi Minh City Stamp Club has it
that a San Diego stamp dealer bought every one of the withdrawn covers.
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Figure 2. Reverse of Vo Thi Sau first day cover.
This first day cover is rather scarce at this time. In Saigon I was quoted as high as US$ 80.00 I held
off buying the example until I found someone that did not know about the withdrawal and sold it cheap.

Figure 3. Picture is perhaps questionable.
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Right before leaving Vietnam the last
time I found a photograph from the
Saigon TV station files (Figure 3). It is
identified as Vo Thi Sau before being
executed. I think the girl’s head looks
different than the rest of the photo. A
little too big? Perhaps a facial shot
applied to another prisoner? Our
Vietnamese Director-Member Mr. Toan
(who I think is the most knowledgeable
source in the United States) reminded
me that the military police in the photo
are wearing web gear of the later US
type and the helmets say “QC” but
should have said “PM” as French was
the language in the 1952 Bao Dai Etat du
Vietnam.
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The reason I said that the street was named for a stamp is shown in Figures 4 and 5. Figure 4 shows
Vo Thi Sau featured on the 1958 Southerners’ Resistance issue, the 150d value having been released on
23 September, and the 50d value was released on 17 October. Figure 5 shows Vo Thi Sau being executed
plus a similar side head view as on the 2002 issue. She was 17 years old when she died. This stamp is one
value of six values issued 2 September 1970 for the Twenty -Fifth Anniversary of the Democratic Republic
of Vietnam. The set shows Uncle Ho declaring independence in 1945 plus five other values showing
martyrs to the struggle. ∞

Figure 4. Southerners’ Resistance, 1958

Figure 5. Twenty -Fifth Anniversary, 1970

New Discovery of Lao Stamp Variety
Kenneth R. Thompson
As a result of the strict controls imposed by the Laotian Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications , no
significant errors of Lao stamps prior to 1976 have been discovered. Controls notwithstanding, there, have
been varieties. For example, the 1963 Freedom from Hunger issue, Michel Blocks 31x,y provides two
varieties of the souvenir sheet [Lao Stamps Catalogue (Lao Cat) (MS32, 32a)] [variety unlisted in Scott’s
(84a) and Yvert (Block 28)]. Another example is the 1963 Human Rights issue. Lao Cat 135 and 135a
differentiates two varieties of this stamp, one perforate and one imperforate [Yvert 93] [unlisted in Scott’s
and Michel]. While other souvenir sheet varieties may be found, but no other stamp varieties come to
mind.
All of this changed after 1975. Due to the wartime environment, the shortage of paper and ink, the
shortage of manpower to maintain required control, and the apparent lack of concern for maintaining a high
quality production of postage stamps, there may be a number of varieties to be found. Two are presently
being researched, with this as the first report.
Following my introduction to Alan Cameron, he brought to my attention what was initially construed as
an error on the 1982 overprint of the Scott 304 [Michel 472; Yvert 326; and Lao Cat 457] issue. He had
sent me several covers with the Michel 610 overprint stamp on for my analysis, and Alan had attached a
Post-It note on one cover pointing out what he believed was a variety—which it is. The one in question had
a “small 2” rather than the regular size “2” in the overprinted date. Upon careful consideration of all of
the overprints, it is proposed that the “small 2” variety occurred as a result of the following sequence of
events.
Consider the three stamps shown in Figure 1. As can be seen, there is a definite progression from a
clear overprint, to one that is worn, to the “small 2” replacement. Considering the tools available at the
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time, and lack of supplies, it is probable that what occurred was the result of a worn font that either broke or
was worn to the point that it was not usable. When the run of the overprints started, a clear impression
resulted (left stamp). Toward the end of the run, the font became so worn or broken (middle stamp) that it
had to be replaced. Since no additional fonts of the correct size were available, the smaller “2” was
substituted (right stamp).

Figure 1.
It is believed that this replacement occurred toward the end of the run, since, although the “8” was also
worn it was not replaced. The “8” was still “readable,” but the “2” was not. The “2” had to be
replaced, and with not too much overprinting yet to do, there was no need to replace the “8.” The “2”
must have either broken or been worn to the point where it was completely unreadable.
Subsequent to the identification of the “Small 2” variety, the cover on which the stamp was found was
made a part of my own collection. Knowing that there was no mention of this variety in any of the stamp
catalogs, I contacted the publishers of the Scott Catalogue to see if they would be interested in including it
in their catalog. I was pleasantly surprised that they wanted me to send them the stamp so they could scan
it into their system. I told them that I would “not let it out of my hands.” However, I did agree to bring it
to them. On Thursday, 13 March 2003, I drove to Sidney, Ohio to meet with Martin Frankevicz. Although
this is the only known stamp variety of its kind, he assigned a number to it [426Px] and had the stamp
scanned into their system.
I am, therefore, pleased to announce that this apparently one-of-a-kind stamp now has its place in the
Scott Standard Postage Stamp Catalogue.
Personnel at Scott’s are also looking for five more of the 1982 overprints that they have not yet had a
chance to scan. If any of you have these overprints, check the 2003 Scott’s catalog to see if it is missing.
If it is, you too can have your stamp recognized by Scott’s.
Close examination of the post-1975 stamps is required for additional discoveries. Another variety will
be presented on in my next report. Other collectors may want to start paying closer attention to the post1975 stamps so that a more complete analysis of these stamps will be developed. ∞
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